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BEST BET R4 19:48

Phantom Clyde
T: Malcolm Ross

The Hounds Says: Flying machine with high speed,
17 time career winner over this track and trip and
is airborne at present, clearly the one to beat again

NEXT BEST R8 21:08

Four More Guy
T: Allan Lang

The Hounds Says: Smart pup with high speed,
unbeaten over this T/D with a 24.09pb and is
ideally drawn to burn straight to the front and take
all sorts of beating

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 7, 4, 8 
Race 6 - 1, 2, 6, 5 
Race 7 - 3, 1 
Race 8 - 1 

$20 for 83.33%

R1 WELCOME TO LADBROKES PARK LISMORE
MDN Maiden 420m 18:47

BURRINGAR BOYS (8) bombed the start on debut
at Casino when supported in betting, race
experience helps and he can improve sharply
tonight. FAST LIAR (5) stuck on well enough on
debut at Casino and only needs even luck to pose
a threat here. KIARNI GRANT (1) has had plenty of
chances but well drawn and JUST ASK JAMIE (7)
has place claims

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9.
10. N/A

Tips

R2 LADBROKES FLIGHT TO THE PHOENIX 5th Grade 259m 19:08

DOUGIE'S GIRL (3) should find this easier than
recent runs, overdue for a win but finds the right
race to break her drought. MR. BARACK (5) has
the speed to offset the middle draw, lightly raced
and has plenty of upside, major player. GOT
SOMETHING (8) is knocking on the door after
recent placings and MISS ENSBY (1) is drawn to
threaten

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R3 LADBROKE IT! 4th/5th Grade 259m 19:28

BLUE BIRD BEACH (3) is a fast beginner who
excels over this T/D, in astute hands and will rush
forward early, very hard to beat. SUDDEN
COMFORT (5) has good early speed and suited
coming into this fresh off a break, must be
respected. MIA BERYL MAY (1) is well placed back
in grade and MINIKIN (4) can feature with even
luck from the draw

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A SCR
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R4 SENIORS APPRECIATION NG1-4 420m 19:48

PHANTOM CLYDE (7) is a flying machine with high
speed, has put together 3 straight wins over this
T/D and ideally drawn again to charge over and
find the top, clearly the one to beat. Very even
below him with ROSIE BONUS (2) and JIMARY
CRICKET (1) both racing well and drawn to receive
every chance. DON'T CHANGE (4) has each way
prospects

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R5 GRNSW STAYERS SERIES Non Graded 635m 20:08

Going with the class chasers of the
field....DOUBLE BLUFF (7) was set a task 1st up
tackling a strong heat of the Sydney Cup, will be
much better for that hit out and this is easier,
hard to beat. BARSANDI (4) also contested a
Sydney Cup heat last start and was sound
enough behind Stanley Road, can give this a
shake. SANDAVE SKY (8) can measure up

1. N/A
2.
4. N/A
5.
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R6 JOHN STOLLERY FINAL John Stollery F 5th Grade 520m 20:28

Competitive fina..SUPREME STREAM (1) was
beaten a whisker in 30.04 last week and gets the
gun draw tonight to take plenty of beating.
DASHING DISPLAY (2) has the speed to find the
lead and races best in that scenario. INNER RAGE
(6) is consistent and still has scope to improve.
ROCKSTAR REBEL (5) won the faster heat last
week and will go close

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. SCR
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips
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R7 LISMORE WORKERS CUP FINAL Lismore Cup
(G2) F

Non
Graded 520m 20:48

Box draw has opened this final up but was hard
not to be impressed by LOUIS RUMBLE (3) last
week when winning in a BON 29.59, can zip to
the front and they will struggle to run him down.
CASH VIEW (1) was huge from off the speed in his
heat and gets the gun draw. PIKE (7) and FIRE
LEGEND (8) are both high quality and were
excellent in their heat

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips

R8 LADBROKES PUNTER ASSIST 4th/5th Grade 420m 21:08

FOUR MORE GUY (1) is a smart pup with high
speed, remains unbeaten over this T/D with a
24.09pb and is ideally drawn to ping straight to
the front and take all sorts of beating. JIGSAW JOE
(8) gets his preferred wide draw and will show a
turn of speed after box rise. NANGAR CANDY (3)
is ultra consistent and should be prominent from
the outset

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. SCR

Tips

R9 900 2LM/ZZZ FM 5th Grade 259m 21:28

Looks to be two key chances...MR. ALI (5) is a
smart pup with good speed in the initial stages,
should be able to burn to the front tonight and
will take plenty of beating from there. MADDY'S
GIRL (1) is ideally drawn to drive through along
the rails early and is still on the improve, big
show. COUNTRY SPECIAL (3) has claims if he
begins cleanly

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R10 RAW ABILITY @ STUD 5th Grade 420m 21:48

KATANTI (7) has been racing in great form, flying
winner at Grafton a few runs back and should be
rushing down the outside early, hard to beat.
LIAR FOR HIRE (8) has made a solid start to his
career and has plenty of upside, must respect.
THIS IS REAL (5) is the class runner who finds a
very suitable race. MILKY WAY CLOUD (2) has the
ability to win

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A SCR
10.

Tips
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